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 Pay attention to the signals
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Are you challenged to build engagement with prospects?
Is your SaaS business making it less and less to the shortlist?
When you are invited, are you winning enough?
Are you fighting a race to the bottom i.e. giving too much discount?
Do your customers poorly adopt your new products?
Is the balance of new business / existing business shifting to the latter
Is meeting new expectations in your market a growing challenge?
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If so - time to adjust



 Maintain a healthy mindset about funding
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Understand your position. Are you coming from a position of
strength to set the terms, or are they (Investors)?
Think ahead. Once you're in the funding loop – it's hard to get
out. You're expected to raise again – and again. The bar will only
get higher – and dilution will only get worse

Regardless whether you need funding or not:



Keep challenging yourself: "Fundraise or
bootstrap?"
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Find the product-market-fit.
Get some larger fires burning i.e. genuine pull around your product
Do things that don’t scale yourself to deeply understand what works
and what doesn’t.

Being a SaaS CEO, you can feel torn between two sub-optimal decisions.
It’s where true leaders rise to the occasion – and make the right decision
– whatever that is. The lessons I have learned from all the hundreds of
SaaS CEOs I work with is: Traction before funding. Period.

Then decide.



Stay obsessed with the right thing
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Instead of being obsessed with chasing large top-down Enterprise
deals, start fueling bottom-up momentum by serving 'the
underserved' with a land-and-expand approach.
Turn a 'we know what the market needs' development mindset into
an iterative discovery-led approach listening for the essential signals
from their ideal users.
Stop comparing progress to others in the industry based on how
much money you've raised, and focus on how much value you've
created for each customer.
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Apply an outside-in approach – always
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Escaping the vicious cycle of chasing SaaS funding starts by building
something that's solving a problem that's both valuable and critical to
your ideal customers. Of course, they're the best to tell you what that
is.
Once identified, it's your job to build it in a way that exceeds their
expectations. Something that, when they start using it, they cannot
live without anymore. That's where the magic begins: the kick-start of
your flywheel.



Be guided by your Unit Metrics
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LTV – the Lifetime Value of a typical customer
CAC – the Cost to Acquire a typical Customer

Many B2B SaaS entrepreneurs are over-optimistic about how much it
costs to acquire a customer. The starting point is value. What is the value
you're going to create for the customer? How much is it worth to them?
Because that's going to set the bar in terms of how you establish the
price. Then the flipside of that is, what will it cost you to deliver that? 
Ensure high renewal and expansion rates to afford the cost of selling. 
So focus on



Dare to say No at the right moment
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If you can't maintain a Net Renewal Rate above 90%, you got a problem.
If you can't get a Net Expansion of well over 100%, you got a problem.
So, if you're about to sell a deal you don't think you can renew, don't seal
the deal. You don't want that ARR. You do not want revenue today that
you can't renew tomorrow. 
Renewals and expansion are the essentials that will create your growth
down the road.



Get the full insights

Read this blog:
How to avoid getting caught in the vicious cycle 

of desperately chasing SaaS funding?
 

https://valueinspiration.com/saas-funding/
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